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LM-20
Commercial Quality,
Residential Price Point
The LM is engineered to bring
light to areas such as walkways,
stairways and decks as well as
to other foot traffic hazards that
don't have an adjacent planter
area for path lighting or trees
and trellis from which to
down light.
Incorporated into the design is
the LevelX feature. The LevelX
assures the lighting installer
that the faceplates of these
permanently mounted fixtures
will remain perfectly level upon
completion of the installation.
Many step and wall lights on
the market today are designed
so that if the mounting box is
installed out-of-level, the faceplate, once installed, will also be
noticeably out-of-level.

With the LevelX feature built-in, the
designer can be in complete comfort
that the fixture will be installed on a
perfectly level visual line. With the
durable, sturdy materials, the user
can have confidence that the fixture
can last for years on end.

3.5"/8.89 cm

Perfection Every Time

Some of the features of the LM
include: Sleeve permanently
mounted in concrete or wood
wall combined with multiple
threaded knockouts, easy-toremove box for unforeseen
future problems, which
prevents having to chip away
at the wall for repairs.
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ORDERING INFORMATION

LM: Wall Light
Metals

FACTORY INSTALLED OPTIONS:

Order 1 + 2 + 3
CU = Copper

FIXTURE CODE

Lamp Code

FINISH OPTIONS

1

2

3

LM

20 (10,000 Hrs Xenon)

XX (see options to right)

20H (2,000 Hrs Halogen)

NP = Nickel Plate

powdercoat

The LM includes two 10 watt Xenon or Halogen lamps, your choice of faceplate finish and a
mounting sleeve.

WG = White Gloss

EXAMPLE: LM-20-SB = LM - 20 W Xenon - Bronze Metallic Finish

FW = Flat White

AL = Almond

mounting features and dimensions:
BZ = Bronze Metallic

Perfection Every Time
The LevelX system allows the composite
sleeve to be up to ⅜" out of level, in either
direction, while still allowing the faceplate to
be laser level.

Level

The secret: The trim attaches to the adjustable
reflector assembly – not the composite sleeve
or body. Heavy foam gasket keeps light spill
to a minimum.
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WI = Weathered Iron

VF = Verde Speckle

SB = Sedona Brown

FB = Flat Black
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DG = Desert Granite

Sleeve
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